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there be no train in the block ahead. A second staff cannot be
removed from either of the terminal stations until the missing
staff has been replaced at the farther end of the line. This sys-
tem not only protects the block but also gives the train crew
tangible evidence that they have the right-of-way in the block.
The dispatching system most common to electric railways is
* that using the telephone for communication between dispatcher
and train crew.   Either telephone booths are provided at sidings
or a portable telephone is carried on each car which may be
readily connected with the telephone  circuit paralleling the
track by means of a flexible cable and two-pole plug switch.
It is customary to require the motorman to receive the orders
and write same on an order blank which furnishes a carbon
copy for the conductor.    The order is checked by the conductor
reading from the carbon copy to the dispatcher over the tele-
phone.   This check message is either O.E?D or corrected by the
dispatcher.    Whereas   there   are  many modifications  of this
method in use, the telephone is very generally adopted and has
proved very satisfactory.   In fact a large number of the steam
railroad trunk lines have adopted the telephone in place of the
telegraph for train dispatching.
Such telephone lines should bo constructed for dispatching only,
the business to be transacted between other officials or depart-
ments of the road being provided for by another line. This
duplicate line is fully warranted in the interests of safety and the
avoidance of train delays. Care should be taken also to insist
upon the repetition of orders, for serious wrecks have occurred due
to the train crew receiving but a portion of the order or mistaking
an order given to a crew at the dispatcher's office with the receiver
off the hook for an order intended for them. The repetition of
an order will correct these errors.
Signal Systems.—Returning to the signal systems which usually
augment but may replace the dispatching system, it may be said
that the present systems have been a gradual growth from the
single incandescent five lamp series circuit between trolley and
ground to the more elaborate automatic block signals similar to
those used on steam roads which are now being rapidly adopted
by the large interurban railroads.
For protection against accidents and in order that the schedule
may be maintained, it is desirable that the train crew should
know upon entering a block or certain section of the road:

